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EVENT CONCEPTION AND BIDDING
Chapter Overview
This chapter will examine the bidding process for a range of global events from mega sporting to smaller private and corporate events and evaluate who commissions tenders and some of the reasons why. The chapter will also discuss the process of coming up with a creative concept and brand image for events. Additionally, it will discuss the various stakeholders involved in the bidding process and the documentation and delivery of a bid. It will also analyse the competitive aspects of bidding, the involvement of the host city in major bids and the role of procurement in corporate events. It will also examine the increased reports of corruption and bribery in global bidding and the need for increased transparency in this area, particularly for large sporting events.
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After reading this chapter, you will be able to identify and understand:
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The selection criteria of a Request for Information (RFI) and Request for Proposal (RFP)
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Proposal writing and delivering effective pitches
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Transparency and corruption in bidding
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Simon King-Cline is a serial entrepreneur, having founded Aspect Ltd, Dell London and Theupside.biz. A regular entrepreneurship speaker, he is also an Honorary Visiting Fellow and ‘Business Mentor in Residence’ in the Faculty of Management at the Cass London Business School. In this role, he advises a number of start-ups and young businesses on a consultancy basis.
‘Aspect Ltd’ inspires business performance through the delivery of extraordinary live events, experiences and multi-channel communications, and for over 23 years has turned over in excess of £100 million. ‘Dell London’ is a successful property and lettings business.
This success has granted Simon the freedom to broaden his passions. His most recent business is Theupside.biz, which works to inspire and give young people across world-leading business schools and universities, such as Cass, Warwick, Leeds and Edinburgh, the chance to be entrepreneurial, as well as offering consultancy to young companies. Through this he uses his expertise to inspire entrepreneurial spirit in young people; to date close to 5,000 young people have been inspired through this activity and Simon aims to empower and equip the next generation of businesspeople with the courage and confidence to shape their own future.
Simon has always had a passion for performance and has trained many CEOs and board-level executives to be at their best on stage. He is also a keen musician, playing oboe, cor anglais and saxophone in several London orchestras, and actively supports the ‘student musical performance activities’ of the London College of Music.
Real event challenge
My agency was once invited to pitch for an event overseas, where the client brief clearly stated they wanted a James Bond theme. This was the first time we’d been asked to pitch by this client. We knew it was a good pitch list, made up of four other leading creative agencies, and that we were probably number five on that list, as we did not have a previous working relationship with them. Our initial dilemma was whether or not to actually respond to the brief, as we did not want to waste time, money and effort on the creative pitch and bid documentation if we were just making up numbers. Having done the qualification on the brief, however, we thought the event was just the sort of size that might be worth going for and that we wanted to establish a longer term working partnership with this particular client. Our challenge was to find a way to stand out from the rest of the competition.
Q&A
Most interesting client brief?
I get most excited about the launch of large communications projects, such as the repositioning of an organisation’s brand or strategy; to reach out to all their stakeholders on a global basis. Those projects open the door to a relationship you can build and expand in the future.
Biggest event setback?
Recently for a large event for 500–600 delegates, the venue was flooded literally the day before the event. In a day we managed to find and reorganise the whole event to a new venue.
Favourite musician?
Albrecht Mayer – an oboist that not many readers will have heard of, but is my favourite music to listen to.
Motto for Life?
If you’re in it, you should be in it to win it.
Favourite venue for events?
Big theatre venues like the Albert Hall or Royal Festival Hall
Practitioner Viewpoint
Sara Cant, CEO at Talking Point Inc., Greater Chicago Area, USA
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It is interesting to see how Aspect challenged the client’s brief in this way. In our Chicago-based agency, we sometimes make the decision not to pitch, depending on our time commitments and the other events we are working on. Recently I was filling in some forms issued by the procurement division for a new client. There was a series of three online forms to complete, but they were generic vendor forms, so didn’t really make much sense for an events service provider. It would have taken me about a week to complete the forms, and this was just the initial RFI stage, before even reaching the shortlist, so I decided to decline.
There is actually only so much business we can physically do, and as a small company we can’t justify having someone just working on developing new business all the time. We made a decision not to diversify, as we don’t want to waste time and money pitching for business we might not win. Instead we prefer to work with existing clients in sectors we understand and on repeat business, which mostly comes from the IT and financial sectors, where we have over 22 years’ experience.
We would not tender for pharmaceutical events, for example, as we have no previous experience in that sector, so know we would never make the shortlist, let alone the final cut. Mostly we gain work through referrals and from past clients who have moved companies and then contact us. Through the production company we use, we have also recently picked up business in real estate and this also led us to other clients in the same sector.
I was surprised when Visa contacted us, as we had been working with Diners club for some time on their events. I thought there might be a conflict of interest, but Visa were very happy to use us, because we completely understood their business and the sector they operated in. Being able to decide which clients and projects to accept or refuse is a pretty nice stage to be at.
Academic Viewpoint
Kevin Chambers, Course Leader, Festivals & Events at Solent University
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Every brief needs to be interrogated. Find the space in the brief and understand the aims and objectives that the client has defined, but also those that they have merely hinted at. Once you understand your prospective audience, you can start the design stage. On our courses we teach experience design and those that excel at designing creative solutions to client briefs emerge as experience architects. More often than not, they can find space within the brief that stimulates a creative response and leads to a design solution that surpasses the expectations of the client. Forging creative solutions to complex problems requires resources, a supportive environment and inspiration. After engaging with a design process, potential solutions emerge. Those processes typically include problem recognition, goal setting, idea generation and evaluation. A successful process enables you to redefine problems, encourages critical analysis and stimulates divergent thinking. You need to explore your imagination and create a tolerance for mistakes while evaluating the suitability of your proposed solutions against risk. Outsiders often deliver the most creative solutions in a pitch situation. They are free from the constraints of what has gone before, happy to question any direction and have little to lose by challenging the client expectations. The ultimate creative process is to conceive a unique experience that stands out from the crowd.
Real Event Outcome
After an initial brainstorm with the creative team, we decided we needed to come up with a creative solution that would differentiate our agency from the other four agencies pitching in the competitive tender. This would involve taking a risk to be bold and brave and ultimately challenging the RFP issued by the client, in order to increase our chance of winning the business. So, we pitched a totally different creative solution and theme, which had nothing to do with James Bond. It was a risky strategy, as we knew the other four agencies would respond to the set brief, but we had nothing to lose. In the end we won the pitch because the client loved it that we had challenged the brief and had scored high on the originality and memorability factors. They felt that as a creative agency we had shown real creativity in coming up with a better concept for the event that would engage the audience in a more innovative, constructive and productive way. We proved our creativity at that event and established a long-term working partnership with that client. So, in this case the risky strategy we adopted paid off.
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The bid process
It is normal practice for any representative body responsible for selecting an agency, to ask each competing organisation to supply a formal written offer to undertake work or provide services for a stated price. This information may take the form of an event proposal, containing full details of how the event will be organised and staged. The process of supplying a proposal is often referred to as the ‘bid process’. When organisations are required to enter into a formal bid process, the first task they normally need to complete is the bid documentation, to submit to the client or event owner by the required date. Second, a meeting or formal presentation is usually set up to the selecting client or authority, which will draw out the key points or highlights of the proposal and answer any questions that may arise.
The main purpose of the bid process is to:
	Identify in an accurate and reliable fashion, the contractor likely to deliver the best value and achieve the best results
	Demonstrate that the bidding organisation has the capability and resources to stage the event
	Provide additional reasons as to why the bidding organisation should be selected over other bidders.
It is often the case that more than one agency will be contacted to deliver their concept and discuss how they propose to manage an event. This is normally a healthy situation, which eradicates complacency and overpricing on behalf of the incumbent agency. Furthermore, it generally leads to each bidding organisation striving to be as creative and innovative as possible, in order to demonstrate they have the credentials to deliver the best event. The client or organisation usually makes the decision as to which agency will be appointed. In the case of sporting events, the final decision might be made by the local or national sports governing body. For example, in the case of a world championship, the decision as to which nation will host, usually comes from the World Federation, who are comprised of elected officials drawn from the member nations.
Types of tender
	Public Sector: this refers to central government, regional and local authorities. All these authorities are subject to directives implemented on a national level through regulations and other forms of legislation, e.g. procurement rules.
	Private Sector: this refers to corporate companies and small to medium-sized companies (SMEs).
In the tourism, events and hospitality sector, public sector bids have increasingly become a part of strategic and policy initiatives by destinations to attract new business. These public bids follow standard procurement rules, and are intended to secure open and fair competition, transparent and auditable contracting procedures and equal access to contract opportunities for all suppliers. The bidding process is generally managed through portals that enable potential contractors and suppliers to download pre-qualification material, tender documentation and other relevant files, such as copies of company policies.
Private sector clients tend to be less prescriptive about the format and structure of bids, giving contractors more scope to provide an individual approach, tailored to the requirements of the contract. The process is usually conducted through meetings, presentations, and by submitting hard copies of documents and email correspondence. The process is normally as follows:
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Figure 5.1 The bid process
There are many factors to consider when deciding to host for a public sector event, whereas the decision process to tender for a private event is far less complex and variable, as detailed further on in this chapter in Figure 5.3, bidding analysis.
Factors to consider when deciding on whether to bid for a public sector event
	Return on Investment (ROI)
	Return on Objectives (ROO)
	The geographical, political and historical background of the event
	Social, economic and environmental impacts
	Urban regeneration
	Environmental development
	Destination image
	The overall cost
	National opinion
	Potential displacement of funds, grants, taxpayers’ money.
A major sporting event will typically involve some type of funding or public subsidy. The actual amount spent is invariably higher than the original projected spend, as demonstrated by the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil. The huge cost of US$15 billion to stage it was alleged to be the most expensive in FIFA history and overran the original budget by at least 75%. The cost of the 2016 Rio Summer Olympic Games was estimated at US$4.58 billion, but final costs also overran by about 50% (Varano 2017). That type of large expenditure has become hard to justify in times of austerity and cuts, which may be one of the reasons that recent years have seen withdrawals from the bidding process by Boston, Budapest, Davos, Hamburg, Krakow, Munich, Rome and Stockholm.
Real Insight	5.1
CWT Meetings and Events’ successful bid to tender for THE ISU 2018 World Figure Championships
CWT Meetings and Events, Carlson Wagonlit Travel’s meetings and events division, were selected by the International Skating Union (ISU) and the Italian Ice Sports Federation (FISG) to run the ISU 2018 World Figure Skating Championships, which took place at Milan’s Mediolanum Forum di Assago in March 2018.
CWT’s sporting events specialist division M&E Sport won the bid and was awarded responsibility for coordinating the logistics of the five-day event, includisng all the public relations and marketing activities. The agency was also involved in overseeing the construction of the skating rink at Piazza Gae Aulenti, and the presentation of the gala dinner at the Palazzo del Ghiaccio.
On successfully winning the bid, Raffaele Calia, head of sales and marketing at CWT Meetings and Events and M&E Sport, said, ‘Working to successfully deliver an international event at the heart of one of the most dedicated sporting communities is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.’
Stefano Abram, general manager of the ISU organising committee, said, ‘This is an extraordinary opportunity to combine sporting passion with the values of Made in Italy … I am pleased to work with an experienced, reliable partner like CWT M&E. Hosting a World Cup in Italy is a dream come true for those who live sport and its values.’
The ISU 2018 World Figure Skating Championships is another addition to CWT M&E’s portfolio of sporting events. The division already partners with UEFA, Dorna and the Italian National Olympic Committee, where it won a tender to organise the ticketing, logistics and hospitality for the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics in South Korea.
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Why do destinations want to bid to host mega and major events?
There are many reasons why a destination might want to bid to host a major or mega event. In the past, bidding was usually restricted to cities or destinations in developed economies. These cities were considered fit for purpose because they had the previous experience, reputation, necessary resources, skills, expertise, facilities and infrastructure required to deliver on this scale. Budget holders and event owners felt reassured that these cities possessed the necessary features, infrastructure and track record to deliver successful events on their behalf. This meant, however, that there was a finite number of host destinations that could be considered viable. This shortage of functional, workable destinations meant that at peak conference times, agencies and buyers sometimes struggled to find available space, at optimum rates, on behalf of their clients. Moreover, the lack of suitable destinations offered little choice for unusual, untried and innovative event programmes that corporate clients, associations and organisers so often sought.
Fit for purpose well-equipped or well-suited for its designated role or purpose
Since the decline of industrial economies, there has been a shift from production – from former traditional industries, such as manufacturing, textiles, mining – to consumption – such as the new markets involved in the buying and consuming of all manner of experiences that have evolved since the decline of industrialisation. In the events industry, this growth has seen a number of widespread events now staged in new emerging destinations, such as Eastern Europe, China, India, Africa and South America. These countries would have never previously been considered, but have now become feasible options to host a multitude of global events. These new emerging destinations have the advantage of being able to provide clients, delegates and attendees with innovative and creative ideas and unique programme recommendations, rather than churning out the same repetitious social excursions, sightseeing tours and dining suggestions, as was previously the case.
As already mentioned in Chapter 4, events play an important role in the economic development of international communities. This economic growth is boosted and supported by regional development agencies, and marketed by governments, tourism marketing organisations, public relations and other related agencies. Their role is to create a positive image of the destination and develop a brand image. This involves marketing, positioning and pitching their region against other destination brands, which become very important in this competitive arena.
The link from city regeneration to events
Long-term and strategic development can benefit destinations by identifying gaps in the market and proactively developing event products and offerings to fill them. It is therefore understandable that, in recent years, new emerging destinations have undergone substantial regeneration and revitalisation in order to enter this competitive market arena and reap these direct and indirect benefits. Today, as previously mentioned, this includes the many developing countries who have invested heavily in their region or city’s physical infrastructure, in a bid to host in the future. 
Events and regeneration are concepts which occur in specific places, but they are also both important mechanisms through which places are made … In a more abstract sense, the two concepts are synonymous. Regeneration can be viewed as an event – a planned spectacle which takes place at a certain time. (Smith 2012: 10)Regeneration can be defined as renewal, revival, revitalisation, or transformation of a place or community. (Evans and Shaw 2006: 9)
Table 5.1 Definitions of regeneration
The opportunity to become an ‘eventful city’ and generate economic impact into the region through an increase in new expenditure, justifies the time and effort that go into tendering to win a competitive bid. The benefits of urban regeneration for a city might include the design and build of new stadiums or a convention centre, or improving hotel standards, venues, shopping facilities and the overall destination infrastructure.
New expenditure new funds that boost the local economy, as a result of event income or funding
Urban regeneration a programme of land redevelopment in cities, often where there is urban decay
The subsequent funding and renewed focus on the city or region chosen to host a major or mega event, can transform run-down, derelict and polluted cities and communities, into revitalised host destinations with a new vision, feel and multiple opportunities for future events and future growth. In real terms, this means that private and governmental organisations, tourist agencies, destination management companies and destination marketing organisations are in competition with other similar destinations, as never before, to boost the image of that destination to create new events or competitive pricing strategies, in order to target specific market segments. This is bringing about an exciting new era for the whole industry.
Real Insight	5.2
Plovdiv’S bid to become 2019 European City of Culture (ECoC)
Plovdiv, the second largest city in Bulgaria and the oldest city in Europe, became the first Bulgarian city to be awarded European City of Culture (ECoC) in 2019. The ECoC programme, the European Union’s (EU) most acclaimed cultural initiative, was first set up in 1985 to offer aspiring cities the chance of regenerating and rebranding in order to enhance the quality of life for their residents, and boost their international visibility and cultural heritage. The programme has been described as a ‘significant catalyst for culture-led regeneration’ that has helped countless cities over the last 30 years.
Plovdiv, like many other older cities, has struggled with the process of de-industrialisation, and faced the major challenge of how to regenerate the once-thriving industrial city; to revive a derelict land and a depressed and disadvantaged community. The redevelopment of brownfield sites and historical monuments, such as the famous ancient amphitheatre dating back to the reign of Emperor Tajan at the beginning of the 2nd century, has great cultural and historical significance. Much of the original architecture was demolished by fire or earthquakes at the end of the 4th century. Following Plovdiv’s appointment as ECoC in September 2014, a restoration project called ‘Beautiful Bulgaria’ was launched, where, through careful planning and expert craftsmanship, this ancient monument was preserved and restored back to its former glory.
Most cities who bid to become an ECoC have several objectives. These may include a desire to raise their international profile; to become culturally renowned; to increase their funding for art and cultural events; to attract increased visitation and tourism; to develop relationships with other European cities and regions; to promote creativity and innovation; and lastly to boost employment and the talent of local craftsmen and artists (Palmer Rae Associates 2004). In addition to Plovdiv, the beautiful Italian city of Matera was also chosen as twin ECoC for 2019. Since winning the prestigious tender in September 2014, both cities have launched collaborative activities, joint ventures and project initiatives. Other cities who were not successful in the bid were Sofia, Varna and Veliko Tarnovo.
Plovdiv first decided to apply for the title of ECoC in 2010 when a group of artists called The Art Today Association formed a committee, the initiative being supported by the local government. In September 2011 the Municipal Foundation of Plovdiv was established to implement the ECoC bid process. During the bid process, numerous meetings, conversations and consultations with national and international organisations took place. More than 35 creative teams applied with ideas during the first stage. This helped shape the conceptual framework of the programme, and some of those ideas and concepts were included in the eventual bid document.
Plovdiv was largely successful in being appointed ECoC due to its balanced and well-presented programme, and its realistic budget. Other determining factors included:
	The objective vision of the challenges facing the city
	The number of projects dedicated to schools and young people
	The strong engagement and involvement of the city’s socio-cultural and economic environment
	The diverse nature of the Cyrillic and Roma integration projects
	Supporting the development of the creative industries and multi-culturalism.
After winning the bid, the second crucial process commenced during 2015. This involved engagement and interaction with several European partners, in order to develop and shape the programme. The finalised suggestions were presented in front of an international jury. All contributing members of the Plovdiv 2019 bid team played a crucial role in contributing to the development of the project, both from within the core team or as representatives of partner organisations.
Plovdiv’s ancient theatre is now renovated and opening for shows, concerts and events, and is now being visited by hundreds of tourists, who come to see the oldest preserved theatre of its kind in the world. Other ancient buildings such as the Boris Hristov House of Culture have also been renovated and restored. The International Fair and Trade show in Plovdiv takes place annually and in April 2017 the city hosted a Technological Entertainment Design (TED) event, where many global delegates gave speeches on interesting topics, entertaining the audiences who attended the event.
Preparation for the bid and the accolade of being awarded European City of Culture has been an important phase in the development of this city. It has been instrumental in contributing to a new cultural self-awareness among its citizens and communities. Moreover, it has strengthened Plovdiv in terms of its artistic and cultural heritage, urban reconstruction, social integration, national and international business and tourism growth.
What is destination branding in events?
Destination image and branding is becoming an important part of ‘selling places’ for those agencies and organisations who come together in the bid process to ensure the bid is successful. This collaborative effort to sell destinations is succinctly described by Kearns and Philo (1993: 3) as:
The various ways in which public and private agencies – local authorities and local entrepreneurs, often working collaboratively – strive to ‘sell’ the image of a particularly geographically defined ‘place’, usually a town or city, so as to make it attractive to economic enterprises, to tourists and even inhabitants of that place.
In the events industry today, place or location have increasingly become associated by their visitors, investors and residents with what each city sells, creates and represents. It is these perceptions, attitudes and impressions towards tourist destinations or aspects of destinations that give it a competitive edge. Historical occasions such as sports events, expositions, carnivals and other cultural festivals play a specific role in selling cities. The perceived image of the destination should be holistic, as Waitt (2008: 513) says: ‘this holistic view of destinations is evident in the view that city image is cultivated to communicate dynamic, vibrant, affluent, healthy, tolerant, cosmopolitan and sexy places.’
Destination branding has become synonymous with cities such as New York, London, Tokyo and Paris, where the destination brand is about more than just a logo, a series of images or a place. It is about the brand message and it is up to the tourist authorities to communicate that message to the target market, whether they are internal or external visitors, investors or potential residents of that community. Some destinations have created branded events to boost their image. One prime example is Dubai, which has launched the following branded sporting events: The Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon; the Omega Dubai Desert Classic; The Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championship; the Dubai World Cup; Dream racing F1; and the Emirates Airline Dubai Rugby Sevens. Other destinations have linked with a strong corporate sponsor’s brand to boost their image brand, e.g. Red Bull Formula 1, The Virgin London Marathon and The Samsung Golfing World Championships.
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Figure 5.2 Promoting and Marketing the Destination
Key factors that influence destination choice
There are several determining factors to consider when deciding which destination is the most appropriate to host an event. The most frequently identified factors are:
	A high level of economic development and strong economy
	Support of governmental free-trade policies
	Seasonality and climate
	Destination image/perceived atmosphere and ambience
	Reputation for quality, efficiency and reliability of services
	Accessibility and distance from market to the destination
	Current market trends
	An innovative, new and emerging destination
	Types of event held in the destination
	Favourable currency exchange rates
	Political stability, safety and security
	Affordability/low cost of living/value for money
	Shared cultural or business interests
	Potential to attract both international and domestic markets
	History of the destination
	Availability of venues and other facilities.
All these criteria mentioned above are important factors for the bid organisation or committee, but each organisation will have its own ideas on which of the factors they value and would prioritise. Generally, event owners consider geographical spread when selecting destinations. This means that diverse cities that have not recently hosted other events may stand a better chance than those cities that have just done so, or will be doing so, during the same period or in the near future. It is therefore important to assess these implications when deciding to bid, as although the actual event might only last for a few days, the preparations will take much longer, even years in the case of a major event.
Bidding for large-scale mega and major sporting events
Most academic studies have looked at bidding in relation to sports events. This is possibly because these often involve public bodies in the process and require a high degree of transparency, and this tends to raise their profile. Mega or major sporting events are also likely to require considerable funding, planning and resources to organise, and hence carry associated risks. Understanding the potential risk factors and demonstrating that the host nation can reduce these factors, will greatly improve a destination’s chances of selection. The bid process varies according to the size, budget and nature of the events and the complexity of the stakeholders involved. For larger events, it tends to be a far longer and more complex process than that of other smaller, association or corporate events.
In the case of mega and major events, an existing infrastructure and purpose-built facilities are required before the event can proceed. This requires an initial strategic long-term plan and appropriate legacy planning to ensure that any rise in participation can be sustained in the following years.
As previously discussed in this chapter, this type of bid is highly competitive. There are likely to be several cities and nations bidding to host major international sporting events at one time. The right to host an international event is now one of the most valuable prizes in sport. For example, research undertaken by Sheffield Hallam University in 2017 shows that The World Snooker Championship, which takes place annually at the Crucible Theatre, has boosted Sheffield’s economy by £100 million over the last 40 years. The event generates around 40,000 spectator admissions each year and spectators from outside Sheffield spend £1.8 million in the city; on accommodation, food and drink, shopping, local travel and other entertainment. Spectator spending coupled with that of the players, the media, officials and the costs of running the championship, generate an annual economic impact of £2.6 million (SIRC 2017).
Key stakeholders involved in the event bidding process
The stakeholders involved in the selection process of sporting mega events could be made up of sport organisations, government agencies and event owners and organisers. The bid process for mega events generally has a four-year cycle. This commences with the feasibility and rationale stage, when the requirements of the bid, the strategy and policy of the bidding city are evaluated, together with the impact a successful bid would have on the economic, social, political and cultural environment of that destination.
In mega and major events, there are many stakeholders who might be involved in the initial consultation and bid process, and may include:
	Event ‘owners’ or rights holders
	Organising committees (e.g. FIFA, IOC, UEFA)
	Regional/local government within the host city
	National government agencies for tourism promotion/branding
	National government department for sport and recreation
	Regional tourism destination promotion agency
	National service providers
	Business and investment promotion agencies
	Event sponsors.
Mega events also require different levels of public sector organisations to work, budget and plan together in order to add cohesion and unity for a combined ‘energy to inspire outstanding results’ (Spracklen 2012: 121-22).
Bidding for smaller scale and minor events
With smaller scale corporate and association events, bidding or tendering is different from larger scale events, but is also an important process. A potential shortlist of agencies or organisations, all of whom are considered to have the credibility, resources and expertise to run the event on behalf of the owner, are usually drawn up in the initial selection process.
The feasibility phase for smaller events also requires evaluation in terms of short- and medium-term social, economic and environmental impacts on the local community or business (see Chapter 4). However, the planning time for these may be considerably shorter as public scrutiny and transparency tend not to be such an issue for this type of bid.
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Submitting an RFI and RFP
There is usually a structured process for inviting suppliers or agencies to bid in the events industry: a Request for Information (RFI) is a standard business process, whose purpose is to collect written information about the capabilities of various suppliers. Normally it follows a prescriptive format and is used for comparative purposes. An RFI is generally a fact-finding mission on behalf of the organisation or company’s procurement division that may contain sensitive financial and company information. The RFI tends to be issued when the client or event owner needs more information from the vendors. It is often followed by a Request for Proposal (RFP). An RFP is a solicitation or invitation to bid, often made by an agency or a company interested in the procurement of a commodity, service or valuable asset, to potential suppliers to submit business proposals.
Submitting an RFI or RFP always has a cost implication, but may eventually be worth the investment. There are many factors to consider in the tendering process. The first major decision is deciding whether to tender in the first place or not. This may be a case of realistically assessing the chances of being successful as an individual, agency or supplier, or to evaluate whether the invitation to bid is just ‘making up numbers’ to satisfy a procurement requirement. Some agencies will conduct a bidding analysis to help them reach a decision on whether to tender, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.
An RFI is normally issued every three years, initially to a number of agencies, but usually no more than ten, who have been selected to tender, usually to run multiple events on behalf of the client or event owner. If the solicited agency decides to submit an RFI, they should ensure they are clear about the set criteria for completing it and contact the client if more precise information is needed. Table 5.2 lists further questions that might be asked at this stage; Table 5.3 shows information that may be included in an RFI.
Does the RFI ask for an internal audit or confidential material?Is this a genuine pitch or is the agency just making up numbers?Are the deadlines for completion realistic?Will they get a chance to present in person?What are the agency’s strengths and weaknesses?How can they best market themselves to ensure preferred or sole supplier status?Who is the decision maker on operational factors?Has the venue already been selected or is securing suitable space one of the important elements in the agency selection process?Will the agency be required to work together with the event organiser or their own in-house team?What budget is available for this event? Where is the budget coming from?
Table 5.2Questions to ask on receipt of an RFI/RFP
A cover letter	A courtesy letter should state full contact details and thank the client for giving the agency the opportunity to tender.
Executive summary/statementCompany credentials, accreditation and qualifications and organisational structure	The executive summary should summarise the proposal contents.All important aspects including situation analysis and recommendations should be included.This may be the only part of the proposal that is read.
Company financial details/projected target forecasts	Clients need to know the financial status of the agency they appoint to eliminate any risk.This includes past financial statements and any future business on the books, residual funds and savings.This could by association impact the event owner or organisation, who may be paying deposits to the agency in advance.
Quality assurance	This section will describe company expertise, accreditation and outline processes.This ensures quality standards are met and reduces potential risk to the event owner or client.
Previous event case studies	It is useful for a new client to see examples of the agency’s previous work and samples of events.These should represent a range of size, scale and complexity to reassure them that the agency has worked on similar events in the past with successful results.
Client testimonials	Any positive client testimonials will enhance the proposal and may make the difference in the final selection process.It is advisable to provide contact details of previous clients, for use in case the new client or budget holder would like to call them to discuss the agency’s performance and delivery in further detail.
Management costs/projected savings/rebates	Within the RFI there will normally be a section detailing the agency costs for managing one or a series of events.This section should outline projected savings made through economies of scale purchasing and projected savings, which will be passed on to the client or company. There may be kick-back, or rebates included for hitting targeted volumes of business. 
Business licences/registrations/terms and conditions	Any business licences, registrations or agency terms and conditions are normally included in the RFI.
Table 5.3 Information that may be included in an RFI (Request for Information)
A Request for Proposal (RFP) usually follows on from the RFI. It is generally issued for each separate event, once the initial information about the agency has been collected and analysed through the RFI process and the agency has been appointed as preferred or sole supplier. In an RFP, artistic renderings, hotel brochures, mood boards and visuals can help convey the creative concept, and the documentation for an RFP contains more specific suggestions and recommendations for the event itself.
Analysing the client brief or RFP
The client brief or RFP may be sent out by email or delivered in person. It is always preferable to try to set up a meeting to take the brief from the client in person, so that there is a chance to ask relevant questions. For example, it might be that the decision maker has a dislike of certain destinations or venue types but does not specify this in the brief. By asking detailed questions at the briefing stage, the agency stands a better chance of meeting the specified and unspecified expectations of the budget holder, and therefore has a better chance of winning the bid.
Client briefs or RFPs vary considerably. Some are a lot more detailed than others. This can often depend on the expertise of the client or budget holder. Sometimes the brief might detail the performance measurement criteria and production details, as well as logistical requirements. Other clients might provide the incumbent with information about the travel and logistical elements. It is often necessary to go back to the client with a list of questions before starting the proposal, as the more detailed the information gained from the outset, the better equipped the agency generally is to match the requirements of the brief.
It is always good policy to ask for a deadline date for submission. It takes time and resources to receive responses from suppliers and collate the proposal, therefore if the agency pitching is given an unrealistic deadline date for when to submit by the event owner, they might deduce that they are being considered a serious contender. It is always better not to promise to deliver if that deadline is not feasible. Indeed, that may be an opportune time to walk away from the bid process, or it may be possible to renegotiate a date to submit the RFP that is more realistic and allows sufficient time to research and complete the document.
As part of that negotiation process, it is always advisable to try to arrange to deliver the proposal in person, preferably by means of a face-to-face presentation. As much of the bid process is about relationship marketing, it is preferable to present in person whenever possible, rather than just emailing or putting a copy in the post. This allows the agency or supplier to engage with the budget holder and start to form a bond with that client. It also provides an opportunity for the agency to demonstrate their expertise and impress the potential client with their destination or venue knowledge and creative and logistical capabilities.
During the presentation, the agency should convey enthusiasm and passion for the project, which may be the deciding point for selection. It is often surprising that, despite working days and weeks on a proposal, the agency or supplier who is pitching for the job fails to ask fundamental questions about the decision process for the bid. For example, it would be appropriate at this stage to enquire who will ultimately make the final decision, and when and what will be the defining criteria for the selection. It may be pertinent to conduct an event bidding analysis, as detailed in Figure 5. 3 below, before committing too much time and resource.
Preparation of the bid documentation
Responding to an RFI or RFP takes time, needs careful consideration and a detailed project plan. This will help to ensure the bid documentation is delivered on time. In order to assess how realistic the timelines are, it is advisable for the agency to put together a critical path document. The work breakdown should be prepared according to the event requirements, and key milestone activities should be prioritised in terms of importance leading up to the event delivery. There are a number of methods generally used to prepare work timelines to help achieve deadlines when putting together the bid documentation, including those shown in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.3Event bidding analysis
A Gantt chart	A Gantt chart is a horizontal bar chart, first developed as a production control tool in the USA in 1917 and now frequently used in project management.A Gantt chart provides a graphical illustration of a schedule that helps to plan, coordinate and track specific tasks in a project.
Critical path analysis	Critical path analysis (CPA) is a widely used project management tool that uses network analysis to help project managers to handle complex and time-sensitive operations.
Assigning roles and responsibilities	Make sure that the pitch team are all assigned roles and responsibilities leading up to the submission of the RFI and RFP documents and delivery of the bid presentation.
Bespoke project management systems	A number of bespoke project management systems are available that aim to provide event clients with tailor-made solutions to assist with project management.Often used in the tendering process to assist with time management of the documentation.
Table 5.4Processes used for time management of bid documentation
In most cases, both documents are submitted to a panel or board rather than one person in the organisation, and the presentation needs to be highly professional, rehearsed and supported with a multimedia presentation. Items that may be included in an RFP are listed in Table 5.5.
Synopsis/understanding of the brief	When commencing the proposal document, it is a good idea for the agency or organisation bidding to summarise their understanding of the client’s brief and event objectives.
Previous experience/credentials	As with the RFI, it is good practice to include case studies of previous events and details on the agency’s credentials.
Destination and venue rationale 	A rationale of preferred destinations and shortlisted venues and facilities within that host destination.State which of these are ‘fit for purpose’.This is an area of expertise that clients often expect the agency to provide.
Event concept or theme	A concept/theme is often developed for the event, as well as a specific strapline that reflects the nature of the event.
Event dates and schedule	The event bidding team should state the provisional dates that the agency is holding on the client’s behalf.Should preferably include a few different options and a schedule for confirming or releasing the provisional space being held.
Programme overview	To include:A detailed outline of the activities and timings of the programme.Set-up and de-rig times and the actual delegate or attendee programme.Might include ceremonial events with visiting dignitaries, or any keynote speakers required to make speeches or present awards.Could also include any proposed entertainment ‘extras’ that may start or finish the proceedings or fill any gaps during the event.
Air and ground transportation details/rationale	Details of transportation and a rationale for accessing the various hubs and types of transportation to be utilised.
Critical path (project activities)	Should contain an at-a-glance schedule of key milestone activities leading up to the event.Explain how the activities link to each other in terms of priority and chronological order.
Budgetary details	Any budgetary details will be shown as a draft or a cost estimate.Projected income from any sponsorship or merchandise deals should be itemised, as well as any predicted expenditure.
Event staffing	Details on how the event will be manned and a list of paid and unpaid or volunteer roles should be included in this section.
Technical requirements	A list of technical specifications should be included, together with the number of event crew needed to operate the technical aspects of the event, including the set-up and de-rig phases.
Risk management planEvent evaluation methods	To include details of how the event bidding team will conduct a risk assessment before the event, and conduct post-event evaluation after the event has finished.This will demonstrate the expertise and professionalism of the bid team or agency tendering. 
Testimonials	As with the RFI, any testimonials from previous or existing clients should be included in the proposal.
Table 5.5 Items that may be included in an RFP (Request for Proposal)
The importance of developing an event concept in the RFP
Within the bidding process, the first stage of creating the concept is the initiation stage, as has been illustrated in Table 5.5. This is the starting point for developing the event identity. Analysing the brief, objectives, brainstorming various ideas, themes and devising a strapline, start to form an event concept. This concept can be the underlying principle that establishes the whole vision and experience. The creative concept for weddings, parties and sales conferences are often linked to a strong thematic, celebratory or entertainment element, as opposed to more functional corporate events that have no creative inclusion.
Strapline a definition that denotes a distinctive motto or phrase, used in events to convey a purpose or theme
Design is a critical tool for event management, as it relates directly to development of the event concept and overall experience. The design of the creative concept can be the blueprint for the event environment, as well as giving the event a visual identity and recognition, to create enhanced meaningful impact for the audience or participants.
Outlining the creative concept as part of the overall event design is an important part of the live pitch presentation. Bid teams may come to the pitch presentation equipped with props, visuals, video footage, entertainment previews and mood or storyboards, used to convey the design theme and narrate the event programme to the client. In addition, technology and virtual renderings or mood boards are often used to convey a flavour of what the audience will experience at the actual event.
The creative concept can set the event management company apart from the competition and therefore should be subject to confidentiality, trademark and copyright clauses. This is especially important in the pitching process, as it is not unheard of for an event client or owner to invite agencies to pitch in order to gain their creative insight and concept ideas in relation to the brief set, then attempt to deliver the ideas put forward, using their own in-house resources or existing incumbent. Although this is clearly unethical, unfortunately it still often occurs in practice.
Insert Figure
Figure 5.4 The project process
Real Insight	5.3
C2C’s concept for a new education event
In a bid to design an innovative and ‘revolutionary’ new concept, Italian event planner Monica Balli, from the agency Concept 2 Creation (C2C), designed an event to be held at Disneyland Paris in February 2019, aimed at the 140 top organisers from all over the world. The purpose of the event was to offer master classes and education. Balli described the creative concept in the following way:
C2C’s teaching will be authentically experiential, one-to-one, with peer-to-peer learners and speakers, one to benefit from the inputs of the others. In this sense, the event will turn out to be a dream: for the first-time participants will face the real gurus of the meeting industry and will be able to fully interact with them.
The event was designed to run over three days, with the aim of breaking down barriers and allowing a cross-cultural experience, leading to a reciprocal understanding of key basic requirements for organising global events. The format is based on the continuing education offered to the Association of Young Presidents, of which Monica Balli is a member, featuring entrepreneurs, CEOs and top managers from companies including Ferragamo, Fendi, Perini, Google, Facebook, Hotels.com, Unilever and Morgan Stanley.
Balli added:
The aim of C2C is to deepen the areas of interest for organisers, as well as for the business of their companies and for their personal lives, as they are closely linked to work. For this reason, teachers and learners will have a very high profile. There are 10 seminar areas, with 12 to 20 learners expected for each and an opportunity for seamless networking and interaction between the participants and teachers, which is the core of the overall concept.
The value of a strong concept idea
As already discussed, in an increasingly competitive arena, coming up with innovative ideas and concepts that will deliver memorable experiences and engage attendees is more important than ever in the bidding stage. The concept put forward may indeed seal the overall success of the bid. This is even the case with mega events; the concept put forward by the UK bid team, headed by Lord Coe, was at the heart of the tender for the London 2012 Olympics. The promise to make this Olympics the first ‘Green Games’ is reputed to have given London the edge over the Paris tender back in 2005.
With smaller, minor and private events, many new concepts are currently being explored in the industry, such as virtual conferences, which are conducted remotely, as detailed in Chapter 9. Another concept that is currently gaining popularity is the so-called ‘unconference’. Unlike a traditional conference, which is fairly rigid and prescriptive in its format, an ‘unconference’ is a loosely structured event, with no formalised agenda, speakers or assigned topic areas. Instead, the delegates write down any topics or issues they may wish to discuss on the day on a whiteboard. Delegates are divided into groups to discuss these issues further during breakout sessions and a facilitator may be engaged to guide the discussion.
Further concepts have been borrowed from the leisure and entertainment field and transferred into the events area, such as: secret events; secret cinema; and escape rooms. ‘Secret events’ are staged at a secret location that is only announced shortly before the conference commences, sometimes proving a logistical challenge for event organisers. The concept of ‘secret cinema’ is to make the audience feel like they are in a movie with a specific role to play. They are enhanced using the latest digital technology, such as projection mapping and interactive installations. With the escape room concept, delegates normally have to answer key questions or puzzles to solve as part of the overall conference or team-building programme, in order to be able to secure their release from the venue.
Projection mapping a projection technology used to turn objects, often irregularly shaped, using spatial augmented reality
Following on from the gaming trend that the younger generation has become so familiar with in recent years, immersive theatre is now being used in events, as well as the theatre, as a form of escapism and release, in the same way as social media and virtual reality. Often guests have the opportunity to dress up in fancy dress costume with props and move through a series of rooms with interactive actors, so that the audience becomes part of the play or action.
In recent years, the concept of speed networking, which came originally from the dating industry, is being applied in a business sense to the events industry. Attendees can meet up with other, like-minded guests to exchange information and ideas and swap contact details, creating a viable sales opportunity for all parties. Furthermore, the concept of lightning-speed presentations, using TED-style talks or Pecha Kucha presentations, has increased in popularity. In a Pecha Kucha presentation, each presenter is only permitted to show a maximum of 20 images and explain each image in only 20 seconds. This way of delivering short, on-message presentations has created a new phenomenon in the events industry, as has the growth of ‘knowledge cafes’, which allow for the interactive exchange of ideas and discussion in an informal environment.
All the innovative concepts mentioned above are now being utilised by event professionals, to create dynamic events for an array of event types, to roll out within the pitch process, with the ultimate goal of securing future business.
OBJECTIVE
4
Proposal writing and delivering effective pitches
Proposal writing and delivering effective pitches
The purpose of an event proposal
Generally, the purpose of the proposal in response to the RFP, is to provide the client or end-user with an overview of the event. It should also demonstrate a general understanding or interpretation of what the client or event owner’s requirements are. Full details, or a description of the target audience and the key event aims and deliverables, should be included in the document. The complexity and amount of detail in the proposal will depend largely on the scale and importance of the event. However, most agencies who bid for multiple events will tend to have an online proposal template for responding to a brief, to save the agency time as well as providing greater assurance of completing the task successfully. As specified above in Table 5.5, several standard items should be included in the proposal. The following items should also be included in the proposal, and will be further detailed in the next section:
	Finance/sponsorship
	Sponsorship deals
	Agency credentials and previous event experience
	Venue and other supplier details
	Programme and content
	Marketing to local stakeholders
	Technical production
	Food and beverage provision and catering arrangements
	Security/risk assessment
	Cancellation/postponement.
Finance/sponsorship
Once the budget is known, and it is evident where the starting capital is coming from, a budget estimate should be included in the pitch proposal. A costing estimate or draft budget can be started once the tasks to be performed have been identified. In order to produce an accurate draft budget, a record of all income and expenses should be monitored. It is also advisable to set up a simple Excel document to show the budgeting structure and predicted costs of the event. Every item must be listed, but at proposal stage it is generally acceptable to allocate an allowance or ‘guesstimate’. Each item then should be categorised, such as income, expenditure, miscellaneous costs or expenses, and it made clear whether these budget items are fixed or variable, so that numbers can be adjusted accordingly, should delegate numbers increase or decrease. Every item must have a likely expenditure or income placed next to it.
Guesstimate an estimate based on a mixture of guesswork and calculation
When issuing a brief to the agency or suppliers, it is often the case that the client may initially be reluctant to give the agency a budget amount. This is generally because they know that if they specify the estimated amount to deliver the event in the brief, the agency or suppliers will tend to come just under or even exactly on that budget amount. The danger of not setting specific budgetary guidelines is that the agency pitching for the event might arrive at an overall costing that is significantly over or under the amount the client or event owner anticipated.
The agency or suppliers involved in the pitch need a benchmark to work with, as the venue choice, concept and all corresponding items will be governed by the overall budget estimate. This could make the difference between choosing a prestigious 5-star hotel or the local town hall to host the event, and save both the time and embarrassment of the event owner and the agency or suppliers involved. It is therefore essential that, wherever possible, when responding to a Request for Proposal (RFP), the respondent should try to get an indication of at least a ballpark figure of the overall spend the client is comfortable with. If the agency is an incumbent, they will probably have a reasonable idea of the type of budget rates that the client would find acceptable. However, with a new client or a new piece of business, it might not be so easy to accurately gauge this.
One way to overcome this problem is to suggest an indicative delegate rate to the client. Alternatively, the agency or supplier could conduct some background research by speaking to previous venues used, or delegates who have previously attended similar events in the past. A direct question to the budget holder is normally the best approach and might prompt them to think through this important area in advance. It is worth noting, however, that not all clients determine their selection criteria on cost alone. Quality, innovation and reputation are also very important factors in the decision process. Sometimes an agency is selected because the event owner or organisation likes the company and their ethos, and feels they will be able to work well together.
It is good practice when budgeting during the tendering stage to contact the various outsourced suppliers, in order to obtain quotations for specific elements in the brief. Unfortunately, the tendency for short lead times today, means that it is not always possible to wait for these ‘real costs’ to arrive. It can sometimes be possible to estimate the likely cost of a specific item. In this instance, however, it is good practice to add a disclaimer to the costing notes, stating that the rates included are assumptions or estimates, to be confirmed in due course. With less-experienced event agencies or suppliers, the standard problems with budgeting can create difficulty in getting the right information at the right time, and an inability to forecast prices correctly.
When the budget is tight, it may be necessary to include the essential items required to deliver the event, but also to include additional recommended enhancements should more budget become available. The final budget for the event is invariably far higher than the initial budget quotation (see Chapter 7). The initial draft budget included in the pitch proposal may change greatly once the tender process has been completed and the agency or supplier appointed. This is often the time to attempt to upsell miscellaneous items. It is important for the agency to strike a balance between not pricing themselves out of a competitive pitch, and not cutting on quality and resource. As previously mentioned, it is worth noting that even in these procurement-driven times, event buyers do not always buy on price alone.
Upsell persuade a customer to buy something additional or more expensive
Sponsorship deals
When outlining the financial aspects of any sponsorship deals, the proposal should include a draft budget outlining the potential income and expenditure of the event. During the proposal stage, it may be difficult to attribute actual amounts of revenue through sponsorship deals, in terms of cash or benefits in kind. However, even at this early stage, it is important to make the budget as realistic as possible, and to avoid including income from sponsorship agreements that have yet to be formalised in the overall event income.
Additional margins gained from other income, such as food and beverage items, raffles, auctions, donations, ticket sales and other merchandising, should be included in the budget in the response to brief proposal, even if these amounts are estimated.
Agency credentials and previous event experience
The organisation bidding to run an event should include credential details in the proposal, outlining its experience and capability. This is necessary to reassure the event owner that they are working with the right agency, who will be able to deliver a first-class event. This section of the proposal should contain relevant information and the skills of the proposed event management team.
If the experience that the agency has secured to date is limited, then the team should outline any transferable skills, managerial and project management and communication and coordination expertise, even if obtained in another field or discipline. It would also be worth outlining any qualifications and accreditation of the bid team. Details of any training programmes for paid staff and volunteers should also be included in this section of the proposal.
Venue and other supplier details
It may be that the venue is in a competitive bid with other similar venues within a shortlist of chosen venues. It is important to detail the venue location in the proposal document and how to make best use of the venue and space. It could be that the RFP requires the agency to put forward a selection of destinations, to match the requirements of the brief. In some cases, it is the destination itself that is bidding to host the event. As previously discussed in this chapter, this is particularly the case with mega sporting events, such as the Olympic Games, or other major sporting events. The destination puts itself forward in order to secure the hosting rights for a mega event. This is due to the increased finance and funding available and potential improvements to the destination’s infrastructure. This will ultimately leave a legacy of improved facilities; urban regeneration; global recognition; and greater awareness of the destination, which will subsequently boost tourism and spend within that destination, as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Once the destination has been selected, a number of shortlisted venues within that destination are detailed in the proposal, though usually no more than three. The reader of the proposal will need assurance that the selected venues are ‘fit for purpose’. Therefore, details on the venue facilities, including everything from toilets to car parking, lighting, air-conditioning, signage, seating and built-in conference equipment should be included in the proposal.
In the case of outdoor events, details such as spectator seating, fencing, drainage and power supplies should be included. With both indoor and outdoor events, it is a good idea to include photographic images and detailed layout plans, where possible, and details of previous similar events that the venue has staged. Venue detail included in a proposal should include:
	Accessibility of the venue, its proximity to airports, motorways and public transportation railway links
	Details of the infrastructure and a clear site plan of the venue, ideally with virtual renderings of the space
	Layout plans for public and private areas
	Room configurations, capacities and layout of meeting rooms
	Available car parking space.
The venue section of the proposal should also clearly state how each venue would cater to the needs of the event and the various stakeholders involved, including the audience, performers, staff and officials. It is important for decision makers to know how many hours a day the venue is available, also in the set-up and de-rig phase and the provisional dates being held by the agency and when these options will expire.
Other supplier details
There are many other suppliers that may be involved in a competitive event bid, whose details need to be included in the proposal:
	Audio-visual and production companies
	Catering companies
	Transportation providers, including coach and rail companies, car hire and taxi companies
	Lighting and floral companies
	Other stalls/attractions.
Programme and content
Within this section of the bid documentation, there would be a detailed breakdown of the type of events proposed, how many and over what period they would run. Details on timings for the conference and social programmes would be included, with recommendations for activities, social excursions, team building and a partner programme if required. A detailed conference programme, outlining all content for plenary and breakout sessions and suggested keynote or guest speakers should also be included in this section. Details on staffing resource, target audience and creative concept, together with strapline, theming and props might also be included.
Marketing to local stakeholders
An important part of the bidding process is getting ‘buy-in’ and approval from local stakeholders, who may be involved with the event. Communication is key throughout the planning phase as is devising an effective marketing strategy that is clear and detailed. In the bidding stage, the team will need to decide which modes of marketing to employ in order to attract the required target audience. Researching potential stakeholders in the bidding phase is important, in order to assess whether there is a demand for the event in the first place and to canvass public opinion.
Technical production
Within the proposal, it can also be useful to include a breakdown of the technical resources that will be needed. This should specify the breakdown of resources and crew and any cost involved with outsourcing and audio-visual and production requirements and how this area will be sourced within the host destination.
Food and beverage provision and catering arrangements
Details on catering throughout the event need to be included with budgetary details; also details on food stalls or buffet equipment, furnishings and linen should be included in the proposal, as well as any themed menu suggestions, detail on service styles and areas where the catering will be served.
Security/risk assessment
As the owner or organisation needs to be assured that the event will not incur security issues, it is important to detail the following considerations in the bid documentation:
	Emergency plans: including identification of emergency routes, holding areas and decision makers; evacuation plans for venues and accommodation; information on how to stop the event if necessary; and details of local hospitals and emergency services and access control.
	Event health and safety: including crowd control and well-being; protection of attendees from harm; electrics; food and drink hygiene; and construction issues.
	Crime prevention: including prevention of crime and disorder; prevention of public nuisance; public safety and security procedures within the venues and host city; and security plans for high-profile or high-risk groups.
	Risk assessment: including identification of potential hazards and methods and measures to reduce these risks.
Cancellation/postponement/insurance, terms and conditions
In this section of the proposal, details of cancellation cover, contractors’ insurance and broker details should feature. Additionally, product, public and employers’ liability and insurance of staff and performers and entertainers should be detailed, together with any licences and permits required for the agency terms and conditions, including payment terms.
Did you Know?
The famous author F. Scott Fitzgerald said this in his 1936 work The Crack-up: ‘No grand idea was ever born in a conference, but a lot of foolish ideas have died there.’
If your pitch sounds and looks like everyone else’s, you are not fully demonstrating your creative potential.
Pitching for the event
This is the physical act of presenting the design concept of the event to the client, often in a competitive bid. As well as the creative aspects, the pitching process allows the event management company to demonstrate its organisation expertise with events of this size and scale, which is an essential part of the bidding process. As has already been mentioned in this chapter, it is always preferential to conduct the pitch to the client or budget holder in person. As part of the preparation for the pitch, the agency or organisation should define in advance their answers to the following:
	The bidding team and who in the team will be responsible for the meet and greet
	Who will set up the audio-visual equipment?
	Who will introduce the team and agenda?
	Who will present each topic or section?
	Who will conclude and summarise?
	Who will answer client questions and ask when the decision will be reached?
	When should a copy of the event proposal be handed out, if the client has not already been sent this in advance?
The bid team should spend some time before the pitch rehearsing, deciding what tools they will use for the presentation, how they will set up, who will greet the client, predicting questions they may be asked and who within the team will answer them. They should agree on objectives in advance, and the overall message and impression they will leave the client with. The pitch should have a distinct beginning, middle and end, starting by sparking interest and ending by recapping and summarising, ending with impact. The pitching team should own the material and convey their positivity on the concept they are presenting. It is often advisable to use PowerPoint or Prezi to signpost a presentation, but not essential.
The team should communicate that they have understood the requirements and objectives of the brief and that they have conducted thorough research. The bidding team should demonstrate a well-structured pitch and, wherever possible, relate the message to the audience. It is generally advised, if unable to answer a client’s question in the pitch, rather than trying to guess at an answer, to agree to check on that point and get back to the client in due course, once completely sure of the facts or information.
What is procurement’s role in the event tendering process?
Procurement is generally understood as the acquisition of goods from an external source, at the best price. Silvers (2008: 56) describes procurement management as: ‘the sourcing, selection and contracting of the suppliers and vendors from whom goods and services will be procured using accurate solicitation materials and quality criterion’. It was initially set up as a process to ensure that goods, services or works were appropriate in terms of quality, quantity, price, time and location. Nowadays, procurement is more about finding an overall solution that includes all aspects of service and customer satisfaction. The function and role of procurement is to ensure the identification and management of external resources that help an organisation fulfil its strategic objectives.
The term is often used in the bidding process, where there is involvement from corporate, association and public sector purchasing or buying divisions who intervene to help an organisation select the appropriate partners to work with, on one or a series of events as a preferred or sole supplier. The Public Contracts Regulations were revised in 2015 to simplify and streamline current procurement rules.
82% of procurement professionals and 86% of event planners currently operate a preferred supplier list.100% of the event agencies MPI spoke to have a place on one or more preferred supplier lists.100% of procurement professionals, 83% of event planners and 73% of event agencies said that preferred supplier lists made their job easier.58% of all respondents said that appointing preferred agencies is a team decision.85% of these respondents said that this team included the event planner and the procurement professional.Cost, professionalism and experience are the three most popular factors that event planners and procurement professionals look for when appointing a supplier.The same three qualities were identified by event agencies as those they assume clients look for when appointing a supplier.The majority of all respondents feel that they are suitably equipped to deal with the changes in the way events are procured.89% of procurement professionals, 67% of event planners and 93% of event agencies knew of instances where event services had been provided by someone not on the preferred supplier list.
Table 5.6Procurement in the events industry
Selection criteria in the bidding process
There are a number of factors that the client, governing body or organisation or procurement division considers when selecting an agency or event organisation to work with, which may be as follows:
	The bid team could be holding better provisional venues, space or facilities than other rival bidders
	The event has greater financial backing or sponsorship opportunities than other agencies
	The agency has secured favourable rates with suppliers
	The client has been pitching for a number of years and is a popular choice
	The client or organisation is looking for a new incumbent agency to partner with.
The increase of procurement in setting and selecting agency bids has not been without controversy in recent years. The report detailed in Table 5.6 suggests some supplier and agency frustration with procurement involvement; however, as the statistics indicate, this viewpoint is not held by all stakeholders in the industry,
Event management agencies and contractors have raised complaints that the procurement and purchasing divisions of large organisations do not fully appreciate the specific rules and issues surrounding the industry and may need more guidance and understanding when putting business out to tender. However, one clear impact that the role of procurement has brought to the industry is reinforcing awareness of Return on Investment methodologies and meeting the objectives set. This includes being accountable for the success and failure of an event and putting measures in place to evaluate after it has taken place to work towards continuous improvement, as already explored in Chapter 3.
Real Insight	5.4
Procurement selection
A leading US Information Technology (IT) company initially issues a Request for Information (RFI) to a number of events management agencies to tender to handle all their internal and external events. The agencies receive an invitation by letter from the IT company inviting them to submit a proposal and providing them with some background information about the company and the four major business sectors that exist.
The IT company states that currently off-site meetings are decentralised with few experienced meeting planners involved and that their objective for the proposal is to qualify a limited number of event management agencies, covering both logistics and production to help manage all meetings and events as generated by UK budget holders within the organisation. They also give statistics on the volume of meetings and the previous year’s annual spend on events.
The IT company requests that the agencies provide details on their background, fees and organisational structure, and that they demonstrate their ability and experience to handle meetings, conferences and group air requirements. This information should include a full description of services and a summary list of projects managed over the last two years. They also invite the agencies to explain their vision for the IT company’s global meetings.
The IT company states that they have formed a 10-member team to coordinate the implementation and roll-out of the programme and the task force will evaluate and select proposals that best fit the company’s overall business needs and adhere to their corporate culture. They stipulate that seven agencies have been selected to participate in this process and they give a deadline date for submission. Following this process, a more specific document, focusing on the actual events, is sent out by the IT company to the seven shortlisted event agencies, to submit their specific concepts, destination and venue detail and full costing. This document is known as a Request for Proposal (RFP).
The future of procurement’s role in the events industry
All evidence would indicate that the role of procurement in selecting preferred suppliers is here to stay and will only increase in the future and become an industry standard. There needs to be improved communication between procurement professionals and for agencies to understand selection criteria and how smaller agencies need to evolve and work hand-in-hand with procurement in order to survive.
OBJECTIVE
5
Transparency and corruption in bidding
Transparency and corruption in event bidding
Alleged corruption in sporting events
Despite the role that procurement plays in monitoring the event tendering process, and the tight ethical protocol involved with the bid tender for major and mega global sporting events, allegations of corruption, bribery and vote-buying within the sporting arena have never been higher. This was demonstrated in the recent corruption allegations concerning the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), a private association known to be the international governing body of association football. Following the outcome of the 2018 Russian and 2022 Qatar FIFA World Cup bids, allegations about financial transactions were rife. Subsequently, there was initially speculation about awarding these events to alternative host destinations. Despite ongoing investigations by UEFA, MI6 and the FBI to uncover evidence that these financial transactions took place in the run-up to the event, the 2018 FIFA Sochi World Cup went ahead as planned in Russia. However, these allegations threaten to tarnish international sporting events, and they emphasise the extreme lengths some countries will go to acquire an opportunity to host a mega event of this kind in terms of regeneration, financial reward and creating a lasting legacy.
While the stakes for the host community remain so high, it is very likely that corruption and bribery will continue to cast a cloud over major and mega sporting events in the foreseeable future, until the bid process is subject to more thorough external scrutiny. It will also be interesting to see how, in future, key stakeholders react to events that are tarnished with negative impacts. The case study below illustrates how sponsors of such events do not want to be associated with the bad reputation and are prepared to pull out of their contracts to avoid any negative publicity that might come their way by association with such an organisation.
Real Insight	5.5
Alleged corruption within FIFA
In 2015 VISA, who was one of FIFA’s key sponsors, pulled out of its contract with FIFA (football’s world governing body) as Sepp Blatter, President of FIFA from 1998 to 2015, faced increasing pressure not to seek re-election as its president. Nine senior officials at the organisation, as well as five sports media and promotions executives, were charged by US prosecutors over alleged bribes totalling more than US$150 million (£100 million) over 24 years.
This sparked a series of federal corruption investigations of FIFA. Since then more than 40 officials and marketing executives have been charged by US authorities, with 23 already pleading guilty. This followed multiple arrests of officials during a morning raid at a Zurich hotel and the announcement of a separate Swiss investigation into the awarding of the 2018 and 2022 World Cups. Sepp Blatter is currently serving a six-year ban from participating in FIFA activities.
The accusations of ‘rampant, systemic and deep-rooted’ corruption sent shockwaves through the industry. In a trial in New York in November 2017, three former South American football administrators were accused of taking millions of dollars in bribes and sparked a series of other allegations of racketeering, fraud and money laundering at the heart of the sport’s governing body, FIFA. This caused the European football governing body, UEFA, to consider boycotting FIFA, and the sporting world to question whether FIFA was in a position to continue as the football-governing organisation.
Other FIFA sponsors include Adidas, Visa and Coca-Cola, all of whom demanded, following the incident, that the body reform its practices. Visa issued a statement expressing its ‘disappointment and concern with FIFA’, stating that unless football’s world governing body rebuilt a corporate culture with ‘strong ethical practices’ at its heart they would reassess their sponsorship contract, which at that time was worth at least $25 million a year.
Alleged corruption in the Olympic Games
There was further controversy within the International Olympic Committee (IOC) after the head of the Brazilian Olympic Committee, Carlos Nuzman, was detained amid claims he was a key figure in a bribery scandal, which led to Rio de Janeiro being awarded South America’s first Olympics in 2014. He was arrested on suspicion of corruption, money laundering and participating in a criminal operation, after Brazilian prosecutors alleged his estate increased in value by 457% between 2006 and 2016. Further widespread corruption was uncovered during Operação Lava Jato or Operation Car Wash. It was alleged that executives at state-controlled oil company Petrobas accepted bribes in return for awarding construction contracts at inflated prices, and channelled funds into the accounts of Petrobas executives and politicians, which funded the electoral campaigns of senior Brazilian politicians.
In the lead-up to the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, the President of Russia, Vladimir Putin also faced criticism over allegations of corruption and the Russian opposition leader Boris Nemtsov told reporters: ‘In preparing for the Olympics $25 to $30 billion was stolen’. Another Putin critic alleged that the most expensive sports facilities built for the Games were commissioned without a competitive bid or public tenders. ‘Only oligarchs and companies close to Putin got rich,’ he wrote in his blog. ‘The absence of fair competition, cronyism … have led to a sharp increase in the costs and to the poor quality of the work to prepare for the Games.’
It is not unusual to see such negative publicity and allegations surrounding these mega events, which is not to say that these allegations are necessarily true. Public opinion is invariably divided on events of this size and scale. Perceptions vary between stakeholders, depending on how much they stand to lose or gain. In terms of the IOC awarding bids to Brazil and Russia, both mega events were deemed poor investments. Brazil faced its worst recession in 25 years, there were cuts in healthcare and education and the police went unpaid for weeks at a time. In Russia, following the 2014 Olympics, the expenditure for the infrastructure and its subsequent under-utilisation were unparalleled. The government will have to subsidise the operation and maintenance of venues and tourist and transportation infrastructure to the tune of $1.2 billion for the foreseeable future, in order to meet the total $55 billion spent to host the event.
Some nations have expressed concerns that these corruption allegations are slowly beginning to taint the Olympic Games and have an impact on potential host nations’ decisions on whether to bid for these events. A lack of candidates meant the 2022 Winter Olympics was awarded to Beijing, a city not renowned as a winter sports hub. Away from the Olympics, London made a last-minute decision to pull out of hosting the start of the 2017 Tour de France; and less-fashionable Düsseldorf stepped in. Emerging economies such as Brazil, as well as Russia and Qatar, hosts of the FIFA World Cup in 2018 and 2022 respectively, do not have the same economic rationale to consider. For them, such sporting events are an investment in their global brand and overrunning costs are the price they are willing to pay for that privilege. The International Olympic Committee (IOC) has started to realise the declining appeal of hosting, which is why it delivered its Olympics Agenda 2020, a plan intended to provide cost-saving measures, reduce complexity and red tape, and simplify the bidding process.
Event Ethics
Some agencies announce their company vision and mission statement to their staff, clients and suppliers in order to boost morale, perception and retention, yet still carry out practices that go against these statements.
Do you think this is ethical? Could it be justifiable in some circumstances?
Chapter Summary
Chapter Summary Questions
1	What are the typical phases in any bid process?
2	What is the difference between an RFI and a RFP?
3	What issues would you consider before deciding whether to bid for an event?
4	What does the term procurement mean?
5	What is a preferred and sole supplier?
6	What part of the events industry is most susceptible to event corruption and bribery?
Discussion Points
	How has corruption in bidding to host mega sporting events impacted the industry over the last decade?
	What does legacy planning mean, as part of a destination bid to host a major or mega event?
	Do you think agencies should charge the event owner or budget holder for the time and resources needed to put together a bid document?
Activities
	Identify a list of skills and attributes needed to become a bid writer.
	Make a list of items you would include in a corporate RFI document.
	Put together a critical path document, highlighting the key tasks and timelines needed to prepare a bid proposal and pitch presentation.
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